A DOCUMENTARY AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
WITH CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES WHO ARE HOMELESS

“I don’t ever want to go back to being homeless. I’d rather
try to do something to prevent that happening because everybody deserves
their own place to call home.” —Delilah, age 12
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In Calgary, 58,000 families
are one paycheque or one crisis
away from being homeless.
HOME SAFE CALGARY is the first of four
documentaries that focus on children
and families who experience poverty and
homelessness. It reveals the contrast
between the promise of Calgary’s booming
economy and the vulnerability of those
who seek a place in it – where even parents
with decent-paying jobs are unable to
put a roof over their family’s heads.
HOME SAFE CALGARY was researched
and produced with the children and parents
who appear in the film. It reflects their
experience and thoughts about what it will
take to end homelessness in their city.
THE PARTICIPANTS

Delilah, twelve, shares her experience of
shelter life, the consequences of homelessness on her family life, school life, friendships, and her dreams. As a result of her
homelessness, she came to recognize

and challenge her own prejudices and
challenges us to do the same.
Tasha is Delilah’s mother who, like
other parents we meet in the film, tries to
absorb the blow of homelessness on
her children. She protects them from the
despair of their homelessness, reminding them that they are still a strong family.
Rowan is also twelve – bright, articulate, and Delilah’s very good friend. They
have both been teased by schoolmates
and lived through similar hardships. Rowan
has an analysis of the causes of homelessness in Calgary, and some pretty clear
ideas about solutions.
Jen, Rowan’s mom, is a mother
bear, wise in the ways of surviving poverty
and what she and Rowan call financial
homelessness. Jen home-schools Rowan,
whose education includes issues of
justice and fairness.

The Discovery House Girls Group
includes three 5 and 6 year-olds who
together draw and play out their experiences of homelessness. Each of their
mothers is seeking refuge from violent
relationships. Their moms talk about
their experience of good sheltering, as
the staff and programs at Discovery
House help them to rebuild their lives.
We also meet an 8 year-old boy
who plays and talks, wishing he could
build a very big house for people who are
homeless and poor. His mom wants a
place in the Calgary community without
being judged or discriminated against
as a single mother in economic hardship.
Darla and Kaitlan are young single
moms with children under two. Both are
committed to building secure and safe
homes for their daughters. They experience discrimination daily.

HOME SAFE CALGARY IS DIRECTED BY AWARD -WINNING FILMMAKER LAURA SKY
STREET NURSE, ADVOCATE AND AUTHOR CATHY CROWE IS THE EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

FUNDING FOR HOME SAFE CALGARY HAS BEEN GENEROUSLY PROVIDED BY:

HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENTARY:

Anonymous
Arnold Massey & Jane Stodgell
Cadmus Foundation
Calgary Homeless Foundation
Canadian Nurses Association
College & Association of Registered Nurses of Alberta
George & Kathy Dembroski
Poverty Reduction Coalition – a United Way initiative directed by community leaders
The Calgary Foundation
the Dunlop Family Fund at The Calgary Foundation
The Henry White Kinnear Foundation
TELUS
United Way of Calgary and Area

HOME SAFE CALGARY will tour across the country for community

screenings and workshops. It is available for use by colleges
and universities, community groups and activists, teachers and
school boards and is part of a tool kit of materials to help plan
local strategies for action and change.
For more information contact Sky Works at (416) 536 6581
info@skyworksfoundation.org | skyworksfoundation.org
To order DVDs contact V-Tape at (416) 351 1317
wandav@vtape.org | www.vtape.org
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THE NATIONAL HOME SAFE PROJECT RESEARCH FUNDERS:

BMO Financial Group
Canadian Auto Workers
Laidlaw Foundation
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